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While adoption of da Vinci systems has been rapid worldwide, there exists a wide variance in surgical procedure performance impacting care quality, cost and patient safety negatively, due in part to inefficient training practices and limited mechanisms for objectively assessing surgical performance. To address the demand for improved training, Mimic Technologies has developed da Vinci simulators, the dV-Trainer and da Vinci Skille Simulator, in collaboration with Intuitive Surgical, which collect and analyze diverse performance data, and then recommend steps for addressing identified weaknesses. Conversely, Johns Hopkins University's Surgical Assistant Workstation collects and analyzes data from da Vinci during training and surgery. In this Phase I feasibility study, we developed a proof-of-concept working prototype framework capable of providing continuous surgical skills assessment and decision support throughout initial training and thereafter during surgery with the ultimate goal of accelerating a surgeon's acquisition of da Vinci surgical skills. Preliminary analysis of training tasks (anastomosis and peg transfer) across simulation and phantom training laboratories performed by the developed prototype framework highlights the promise of cross-platform data collection and performance measurement across training curriculum, and the opportunity for designing dynamic, customized curricula to a trainee's needs. Developed prototype framework is also a first effort towards cross-platform assessment of robotic surgical performance. This work explored several new concepts including a distributed system for decision support, the role played by instrument and hand pose in planning surgical tasks and metrics assessing this role, distinction of man-machine skills from surgical and task skills, and refinement of simulation training environments to match the corresponding real world training. Preliminary results show that selected performance metrics previously validated in simulation environment continue to hold in training exercises with a real robotic system. The corresponding Phase II effort will develop a full featured and validated prototype of the decision support system including its initial installation, validation, and use in surgical training at selected training centers.
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INTRODUCTION

Robotic-assisted surgery is becoming commonplace in medicine. In 2010, approximately 278,000 surgical procedures were performed using the da Vinci ® Surgical System (a product of Intuitive Surgical, Inc.), which is up 35% from 2009 [1]. Over 1,840 da Vinci Surgical Systems systems are in use in over 1,500 academic and community hospitals worldwide with 1,344 robots utilized in the US alone. However, even though the use of surgical robots is growing extremely rapidly, there is no consistent, scientifically accepted format for evaluating robotic-assisted surgical skills. Not only is it important to unify methodologies that promote skills acquisition during training, but there is also a need for systematic assessment of operative performance. The objective of the research effort is to address such needs with an automated system that collects and analyzes diverse data from training and surgery; identifies variances in training and operative care; and, provides clinically relevant decision support for recommending follow-on training that would improve surgical performance and outcomes.

During our Phase I effort, we designed and implemented a proof-of-concept working prototype of an overall framework that collects and analyzes surgeon performance data from simulation (dV-Trainer) and phantom laboratory (da Vinci) exercises. Two selected tasks - End-to-end anastomosis and a peg board ring manipulation module - were implemented in simulation and real phantom laboratories for surgeon performance assessment across training platforms based on a defined set of cross-platform metrics. This allowed us to begin collecting preliminary surgeon performance data in order to test our data collection framework. Collected data from different platforms was uploaded to established Mimic Technologies servers and shared between Mimic and Johns Hopkins for further detailed analysis. Preliminary performance evaluation results compared the users’ performance to that of proficient users or average user performance and identify the user’s skills with deficient performance.

This work describes the first prototype for measurement and assessment of robotic surgery training data across real and simulated training platforms. We studied, for the first time, common performance metrics for the same training tasks across two platforms in experiments performed by users on the da Vinci system and the dV-Trainer. The preliminary computations and evaluation results show trends similar to larger studies on individual platforms, and that the proficient and non-proficient users are differentiable using the studied metrics. We also show that performance metrics of training exercises previously validated in simulation environments hold in training exercises with a real robotic system.

This work included significant research findings such as a first archive of cross-platform robotic surgery training data, preliminary evaluation of common metrics across two platforms, and detection of variability in the man-machine interfaces of the two platforms that must be accounted for in any further analysis. This work explored several new concepts including a distributed system for decision support, the role played by instrument and hand pose in planning.
surgical tasks and metrics assessing this role, distinction of man-machine skills from surgical and task skills, and refinement of simulation training environments to match the corresponding real world training. Preliminary results show that selected performance metrics previously validated in simulation environment continue to hold in training exercises with a real robotic system.

RESULTS OF PHASE I RESEARCH

This Phase I feasibility study focused on the development of methods for collecting, sharing and analyzing experimental data across minimally invasive robotic surgery and training platforms - namely the da Vinci Surgical System and the dV-Trainer training platform. We conducted a detailed design and feasibility study, which roadmaps the development of an automated surgical support prototype for the da Vinci Surgical System and the da Vinci simulation. We developed a proof-of-concept working prototype and demonstrated the realization of technical objectives and functionality. Current results support the hypothesis that the development and implementation of a fully-functional automated support system is highly feasible.

The Phase I prototype demonstrated accomplishment of the planned technical tasks, in particular:

1. Design of an overall framework for collection and analysis of surgeon performance data from the dV-Trainer and from da Vinci Surgeon Consoles (da Vinci Skills Simulator and da Vinci Surgical Systems with phantom laboratories)
2. Extension of the JHU SAW open-source data format for performance data representation, and development of tools for exporting proprietary format data from experimental platforms into the open-source format
3. Establishment of an initial server-based system for managing the data collected across training platforms at Mimic and JHU
4. Development of simulated training tasks (anastomosis and peg transfer), and corresponding real phantom experimental environment for performing cross-platform measurements
5. Preliminary assessment and validation of task performance metrics for anastomosis and peg transfer data collected from the dV-Trainer and real phantom environment
6. Design of a work plan for Phase II development

We designed an open source, standards compliant framework (Figure 1) for collection and analysis of task performance data across da Vinci systems and its simulators. A preliminary version of this framework has been prototyped to store and analyze task performance data acquired from the Johns Hopkins’ da Vinci S Surgical System, and dV-Trainer systems at Mimic Technologies.
Figure 1 - Overview of the distributed decision support architecture for da Vinci systems and its simulators.

Overall Framework for Collection and Analysis of Surgeon Performance Data (Task 1)

Prototype methods have been designed and implemented for collection and analysis of surgeon performance data in real phantom training exercises performed on da Vinci S system and in simulation exercises performed on dV-Trainer and da Vinci Skills Simulator.

Figure 2 outlines the architecture and task work flow for a real phantom laboratory exercise. A JHU archival workstation captures stereo-video and instrument motion data from the da Vinci in the SAW data format, and the archived data are post-processed by a set of custom-developed applications to compute cross-platform metrics using common analysis methods. Computed metrics can then be loaded into the local database of the framework and performance evaluation is displayed via the developed graphical user interface (GUI).
Figure 2 - Prototype for performance data generation, local storage and display in real phantom training laboratory exercise on *da Vinci*

Figure 3 outlines the corresponding architecture and task flow for a simulation exercise performed on a dV-Trainer or *da Vinci* Skills Simulator. A JHU archival workstation captures stereo-video and the dV-Trainer generates the simulation log file that includes a wide range of application programming interface (API) data collected during the performance of the exercise. The motion data in the log file is converted to instrument motion data. The log file, stereo-video and converted instrument motion data are then analyzed by the dV-Trainer and by a custom-developed application to compute cross-platform metrics using common analysis methods as in the previous work flow. Similarly, computed metrics can then be loaded into the local database of the framework and performance evaluation is displayed via the developed graphical user interface (GUI).
Figure 3 - Prototype for performance data generation, local storage and display in a simulation exercise on da Vinci Skills Simulator or dV-Trainer

**Surgeon Performance Data Collection, Local Storage & Display (Tasks 1 & 2)**

While the surgeon is performing a training task, hand and instrument motions along with the captured stereo session video are processed to generate and store the surgeon’s performance.

**Instrument Motion File**

We created a non-proprietary data format for storing motion data that can be produced in training laboratories. The instrument motion file, task performance data acquired in the work flows presented above (Figures 2 and 3), is an extended and unencrypted version of the JHU SAW open source surgical performance data format that is already being used to store da Vinci motion and video data from several research centers around the country. This format reports sampled
pose information (i.e., position, orientation, velocity and opening values) of hand motion and as well as instruments in any performed exercise at a desired sampling frequency in synchronization with the corresponding stereo-video data of the exercise.

**Mimic Instrument Motion File Generator & Synchronizer**

We developed the Mimic Instrument Motion File Generator & Synchronizer, an online and offline post-processing tool, (Figures 2, 3, and 4) as a stand-alone application that converts the API data given in a simulation log file to the desired format represented in an instrument motion file. It also has a synchronization module that can synchronize an instrument motion file with its corresponding stereo-video.

![Figure 4 - Mimic Instrument Motion File Generator & Synchronizer. Instrument motion file generation module (left) and synchronization module (right)](image)

**JHU Decision Support Metrics Generator & dV-Trainer Metrics Generator**

The advanced machine learning techniques that were developed for computation of the decision support metrics (Pose difference, Pose efficiency, etc.) are integrated in the stand-alone JHU Decision Support Metrics Generator application (Figures 2, 3 and 5). Another stand-alone application, dV-Trainer Metric Generator, is also developed to calculate the cross-platform dV-Trainer metrics (Economy of motion, Time to complete exercise, etc.). These applications are used for post-processing the collected surgeon performance data to derive performance metrics and can also be called within the dV-Trainer at the end of an exercise.
Figure 5 - JHU metric generator application screenshots (top) and generated result files (bottom).
A range of additional metrics have been developed for use in the preliminary study. These metrics extend the existing metrics currently available in the dV-Trainer, and have been shown to be better predictors of skill [2, 3]. These metrics are:

- **Pose difference:** As the line distance traveled by an instrument does not capture the pose dexterity, this metric computes an area swept \( \sum A_i \) by a unit length of the instrument over the period of the task (Figure 6).

- **Pose efficiency:** The Pose efficiency uses the derivative of the pose difference, capturing large orientation velocities and large deviations and corrections by a user.

- **Pose accuracy:** A task metric integrates the notion of deviation from an ideal path. It computes a cumulative pose difference from an instrument traversing the “correct” path to the target. The “correct” path may be an analytical computation for a simple exercise or a model based on proficient executions for more complex paths.

- **Proficiency distance:** A proficiency distance is a measure of performance computing the distance along an established learning curve to the competency threshold.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6** - A tip distance (the gray line) does not capture the pose variation \( A_i \) which changes significantly between different instrument orientations with the same tip position trajectory.

Examples of the existing useful dV-Trainer metrics further investigated in this study include:

- **Master Workspace Range:** Larger of the two radii of motion of the user’s working volume on master handles
- **Instrument Collisions:** A count of two or more instruments coming into unintended contact
- **Economy of Motion:** Total distance travelled by all instruments
- **Instruments Out of View:** Total distance travelled by instruments outside a user’s field of view
- **Target Misses:** Number of missed needle targets.
- **Time to Complete Exercise:** Total elapsed time during the exercise from when the user enters following or camera control until the final target is completed.
Exercise Report File

We defined a common exercise report file format (Figures 2 and 3) that contains computed Decision Support and dV-Trainer metrics along with some additional identification data such as ID number of the performed exercise and date and time of the session.

Local Database

The dV-Trainer’s local database contains performance data in terms of the existing dV-Trainer metrics. The database was modified to accommodate defined decision support metrics. The dV-Trainer user interface’s features were expanded to support entering all session performance data given in an exercise report file to the local database at the end of an exercise.

Performance Evaluation & Display

We designed and implemented a comprehensive performance evaluation tool in the dV-Trainer user interface, MScore, which provides objective assessment measuring robotic surgery skills across all computed metrics (Figure 7). In addition to viewing single exercise reports in detail and exporting them, users can keep track of their progress history over time. MScore’s advanced features let administrators access individual exercise reports of users as well as search, sort and export the entire performance database for further review and statistical analysis.

MScore is automatically launched immediately after a simulation exercise is completed, and provides the user with an evaluation summary of his performance. Scores of individual metrics are calculated using customizable baseline values to present metrics with deficient performance to the user clearly using straightforward visualization tools (e.g., check mark for high performance and cross mark for low performance). The default baseline values are determined by observation of the dV-Trainer owner performances over the years. User is provided with additional performance feedback on a specific metric to learn the ways of improving his skills on the metric. The user can also view his performance history over the metrics for all his previous attempts and is provided with a comparison to the average of all users’ or proficient’s performance.
Figure 7 - MScore provides the user with overall performance evaluation summary (left), and metric-specific detailed performance evaluation and feedback (right) for all exercises performed with the system. MScore displays also include learning curves for all computed metrics (bottom) comparing the user’s performance history (blue line in charts) to the average of all users (grey line in charts) or proficient performance.

The administrator is provided with a comprehensive interface allowing detailed performance data searching, analysis and exporting capabilities (Figure 8). He can set a variety of searching criteria for viewing a subset of the performance database and/or can export the entire performance database in open source Comma Separated Value format (CSV) for further statistical analysis and review.
Surgeon Performance Data Archival (Tasks 1 & 3)

Preliminary data repositories have been established at Mimic (in the form of a File Transfer Protocol server) and JHU. The data collected in feasibility experiments were archived in these repositories. Secure access to stored data is available in both repositories to the members of the project team.

Database Server

We also designed a 3-tier system to provide flexible and scalable client-server architecture to share data collected from different platforms (Figure 9). The system consists of

- an HTTP web server with a secure web-based user interface and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) end-point
- a Java based application server based on the business logic developed by Mimic for processing surgeon performance data collected from different training platforms
- an enterprise database server for storage and retrieval of collected surgeon performance data.

The Mimic's MScore application will likely be the primary mechanism for analyzing, uploading and comparing performance data in the form of a dV-Trainer database. The web-server’s interface will provide an alternative for those who do not have immediate access to an internet-ready dV-Trainer or *da Vinci.*
The second-tier implements an application server for managing the collected data and allows users to retrieve data stored on Mimic servers for future evaluation. The application server receives the data from the end-user and processes this information storing it in the third-tier database server. The application server can also retrieve the information from the database and present it to the user via the web-based interface.

We investigated the standards and requirements for transferring information over National Health Information Network (NHIN). NHIN has developed a specification of standards, protocols and governance to securely exchange health information between its nodes promoting a reference implementation, CONNECT open source gateway software solution, which is a JavaEE solution that relies on Web services using SOAP requests and responses to transfer information [4]. The SOAP protocol is based on sending XML formatted requests and responses between the clients and servers. CONNECT provides a server-based Primary Key Infrastructure (PKI) for authenticating network participants as well as client framework to customize the solution for private organizations.

We have implemented a preliminary working prototype of the designed 3-tier system based on CONNECT standards running on a Mimic server machine.

It should be noted that the Virtual Lifetime Electronic Record (VLER) standard was investigated. It is doubtful that surgeon performance data, especially when derived from simulation training and real phantom laboratories, should be applied to patient records. It is possible that it might be deemed appropriate to include a reference to NHIN transferred server data after surgery. This could easily be added as a de-identified text entry to a patient's VLER if needed, so the actual data would not be accessible by patients. It is highly unlikely that the medical community would accept the explicit inclusion of surgeon performance in a patient record. As patients could gain access to this data, there could be legal implications that would dissuade surgeons from wanting to participate in the assessment of their performance. Therefore, VLER was not addressed in Phase I feasibility study nor it will be addressed in Phase II development, but a performance reference could easily be exported to VLER at a later date.

**Server/client Software for Data Transfer to/from the Server**

A prototype server/client application in the form of a web-based version of MScore was developed for uploading and downloading the local database of the dV-Trainer to and from the database server (Figure 10). The prototype application runs on the application server detailed in the previous section.
Training Exercises (Task 4)

We developed common structured laboratory environments and corresponding experimental protocols for anastomosis and peg transfer that can be performed across all platforms for assessing cross-platform task performance.

End-to-End Anastomosis

Figure 11 shows the needle states from a da Vinci S laboratory and the corresponding dV-Trainer task states for this task. This environment contains a simulated vessel to be anastomosed, together with markers and fiducials that allow automated computation of needle entry and exit points from captured video. We also capture the needle pose, which may improve the assessment of the intent of the user beyond the instrument pose captured by kinematic sensors. Initial layout of the simulated exercise was translated into robotic workspace coordinates, an initial setup of the anastomosis task was developed in real phantom laboratory platform, and experimental data was collected both in simulation and real phantom laboratories.
The task requires the repair of a simulated vessel by four needle throws on targets distributed 90 degrees apart along both edges of the simulated vessel. In the *da Vinci* version (Figure 11, top), this end-to-end anastomosis uses a 1” Penrose drain. The 3mm circle targets were placed 5mm away from the edge, and a 3-0 NSH-1 suturing needle was used to simulate the repair needle throws using two large needle drivers. A simulated vessel of similar size is placed in dV-Trainer scene and similarly oriented. The simulated vessel (Figure 11, bottom) also contains the same targets, and the needle is driven using two simulated large needle drivers as well. The exercise starts when the needle is picked up by either instrument from the vessel and it ends when the user throws the needle through the last target. The experimental protocol requires the users to complete the repair by moving clockwise through the targets in sequence, after appropriate familiarity with the respective setups.

**Peg Transfer**

In addition to anastomosis, we used a second peg transfer structured laboratory environment that can be performed across all platforms for assessing task performance. Compared to the surgical skill in the previous task, this more elementary task relates more to system operation.

Figure 12 shows the Peg Transfer task from a *da Vinci* laboratory and the corresponding simulation environment from a dV-Trainer exercise. Layout of the simulated exercise was translated into robotic workspace coordinates, and a setup of a real laboratory was developed using the same scale. This environment contains a peg board with a row of 6 pegs placed on the wall and a row of 2 pegs placed on the base of the board. Each peg’s diameter is 2.4mm and height is 12.5mm. The pegs in the first row on the wall are placed 25mm away from the boundary and 20mm apart from each other at a height of 30mm. The pegs on the base are placed 50mm apart at a depth of 60mm.
Six 8mm solid rings (with an inner diameter of 7mm) are initially placed on each of the six pegs on the first row on the wall. The experimental protocol requires the users to transfer each ring from its initial peg on the wall to the right peg on the base by

- first taking the ring off from the peg with the left instrument
- then transferring the ring from the left instrument to the right instrument
- and finally placing the ring on the right peg on the base with the right instrument

The task protocol requires each ring to be transferred using large needle drivers as explained above in order from the leftmost ring to the rightmost ring to practice hand-eye coordination and object manipulation. Experimental data was collected both in simulation and real phantom environments.

The training tasks described above are two-handed tasks; however the task goal is carried out by only one of the two hands holding an object (the needle in anastomosis or the ring in peg transfer) at any given time. Therefore, we segmented the instrument motion to include only those portions where instrument is holding an object.

**Data Collection & Analysis (Task 5)**

**Preliminary Experiments**

During the first phase of data collection, a single performance of a single task (anastomosis) trial was recorded from six different users – three each for the *da Vinci* and the dV-Trainer platforms. On each platform, we used a proficient user (practice time >100 hours on the respective platforms), and two users with varying but smaller amounts of previous training. Recordings started after sufficient practice time for warming up on the respective platform.

Figure 13 shows pose accuracy, the visualization of instrument motion of the proficient user performing the first needle throw in real phantom laboratory and the dV-Trainer motion data, respectively. Left and right instruments are drawn in blue-to-green and red-to-yellow tones respectively with brighter colors representing higher velocities.
The ranges of workspace used for performing the tasks are approximately [6cm, 4cm, 8cm] and [5cm, 10cm, 8cm] in real and simulated environments, and the instrument motions are subjectively similar except for the left and right-handed-ness of the subjects. This experimental setup therefore provides us with similar real and simulated environments to verify that the metrics described above are applicable in both training paradigms.

The proficient user provides the baseline, and the data from the other users is used to establish preliminary trends for the metrics. These metrics (normalized to fit on the same scale) with the da Vinci (User 1-3) and the dV-Trainer (User 4-6) are shown in Figure 14. User 1 and User 4 are the proficient users. All values are mapped linearly to the range of $[0 + \delta_0, 1 - \delta_1]$ where $\delta_0$ and $\delta_1$ are small positive numbers allowing normalization to preserve the distribution of the values.

The proficient users (1 and 4) generally outscore their novice counterparts in most of the computed metrics. Further in the simulation environment, these trends also follow the validation.
studies for the metrics currently reported in those studies for other tasks, and the new metrics show separation similar to [2].

Table 1 below presents metric values of the performances of all users from two platforms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>metric</th>
<th>Real Phantom laboratories</th>
<th>Simulation laboratories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Holding (proficient)</td>
<td>U1</td>
<td>U2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy of Motion (cm)</td>
<td>151.5282099</td>
<td>275.9289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to Complete Exercise (sec)</td>
<td>218.218</td>
<td>240.942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pose Accuracy (area of the pose ribbon)(cm2)</td>
<td>8.832729008</td>
<td>21.45309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pose Efficiency (area of the velocity ribbon)(cm2/sec2)</td>
<td>85.65410753</td>
<td>208.6871</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15 shows MScore metric evaluation summaries of the proficient (U1) and a non-proficient (U3) user based on preliminary data of the simulated anastomosis after the data is post-processed and loaded into the dV-Trainer. The current representation communicates specific skills needed, and the level of improvement required to user at the completion of each training task. As can clearly be seen from the figure, MScore can effectively show that a proficient user’s performance is superior to that of a non-proficient user. For example, all raw metric values of the proficient user on the right are much better than that of the non-proficient user (the smaller the raw value, the better the performance). Also, individual metric scores of the proficient user calculated based on custom baseline values are higher than that of non-proficient user.
Large Scale Data Collection

Upon early successful completion of the feasibility study, we undertook an extension of the project with acquisition of a much larger database, not included in the original scope of work.

This second phase of data collection aims to collect twelve performances of both tasks (anastomosis and peg transfer) trials from twelve different users – six each for the da Vinci as well as Skills Simulator and other six on the dV-Trainer as well as Skills Simulator platforms. On each platform, a proficient user (practice time >100 hours on the respective platforms), and five users with varying but smaller amounts of previous training will provide this data.

The dV-Trainer recordings started after sufficient practice time for warming up on the respective platform. This data collection also reduces the individual variability by using double the number of users and increasing the trials of performance by each user to twelve.

Six dV-Trainer users at MIMIC have already provided the experimental data and data collection at JHU will start once the IRB protocol is approved. Figure 16 shows the Pose Accuracy metric comparison between a proficient user and a non-proficient user across twelve trials. The distribution of the computed metrics indicates no learning in individual users across the twelve trials.
Figure 16 – Pose Accuracy metric comparison between a proficient user and a non-proficient user across twelve trials. Left: Anastomosis. Right: Peg transfer.

Figure 17 shows the normalized averaged (across the 12 trials) metrics of six users for the dV-Trainer, where User 1 is a proficient user. Here motions of both hands are included in computation. Pose Accuracy and Pose Efficiency provide the widest ranges of measurements across the subjects. Additional analysis awaits completion of data collection from the *da Vinci* system.

Figure 18 shows MScore metric evaluation summary of the best performance out of twelve trials of a proficient and a non-proficient user based on preliminary data of the simulated peg transfer and anastomosis. For both peg transfer (Figure 18 - top) and anastomosis (Figure 18 - bottom) exercises, it is shown that the proficient user’s performance (Figure 18 - right) is superior to that of the non-proficient user (Figure 18 - left). For example, most raw metric values of the proficient user are much better if not the same than that of the non-proficient user (the
smaller the raw value, the better the performance). Also, individual metric scores of the proficient user calculated based on custom baselines are higher than or equal to that of non-proficient user. It is also represented in the Overall Score chart of the views that, generally, individual exercise scores of the proficient user (blue bar in the chart) are higher than the average scores of all six subjects (grey line in the chart), whereas that of the non-proficient user are lower than the average scores of all six subjects. Finally, it is worthwhile to add that the Overall Score of the non-proficient user shows improvement over the trials.

Figure 18 - MScore’s metric evaluation summary of the best performances of a non-proficient (left) and proficient (right) user from preliminary experiments in simulated peg transfer (top) and anastomosis (bottom) exercises.

Figure 19 shows MScore’s exercise progress history in terms of individual progress history of metrics collected during the exercise over twelve trials. It is shown that the proficient user’s performance progress history per metric (Figure 19 - right) is in general superior to that of the non-proficient user (Figure 19 - left). It is also represented in individual metric progress history charts of the views that, generally, the proficient user (Figure 19 - right, blue line in the charts) has higher than average metric scores of all six subjects (Figure 19 - right, grey line in the charts), whereas the non-proficient user (Figure 19 - left, blue line in the charts) has lower than average metric scores of all six subjects (Figure 19 - left, grey line in the charts).
Figure 19 - MScore's exercise progress history view per metric of a non-proficient (left) and proficient (right) user from preliminary experiments in simulated peg transfer (top) and anastomosis exercises.

The new metrics reported here have not been computed previously in da Vinci experiments, although the simpler simulation metrics were computed for other similar phantom laboratory tasks [5]. These initial results show the promise of cross-platform computation of skill metrics, that if verified can allow for the proposed infrastructure to assess training metrics and parameters across all stages of training.

Table 2 below presents common performance metrics of all users from the dV-Trainer laboratories for the larger study. Additional analysis awaits IRB approval.
### Work Plan for Phase II Development (Task 6)

We submitted a proposal for Phase II development on March 17th, 2011. The following paragraphs summarize the work plan in Phase II development. More details can be found in the submitted proposal.

The current Phase I framework requires a number of manual steps to collect, assess, upload and compare data. Phase II will focus on automating this system for the purpose of commercialization. Phase II will result in a fully functional prototype that has commercial applicability. The prototype will be deployed at numerous test sites to verify its effectiveness. It is expected that the prototype will be refined for commercialization shortly after the completion of Phase II and that the framework will be quickly integrated with the dV-Trainer and da Vinci Skills Simulator products. Phase III funds might also be used to commercialize a version of the SAW system that could be utilized for assessment of phantom laboratories and da Vinci Surgery.

While Phase II development will certainly provide surgeons with additional assessment information related to their training and performance, the ultimate goal is to accelerate a surgeon's climb up the learning curve. Phase II development will be considered successful if it can be proven that the resulting assessment and feedback tools accelerate surgeon acquisition of da Vinci surgical skills. Our system must encourage surgeons to pursue additional training that they might not otherwise undertake without performance feedback. In addition, recommended training regimens should prove more efficient than training regimens that individuals might create for themselves without guidance. The recommended training regimens should also keep the trainee more engaged than an unguided training regimen.

The following is a list of technical objectives in Phase II development:

1. Adapt the current Mimic simulation software platform to enable internet access that will facilitate information exchange with Mimic servers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Peg Transfer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U1(U1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Workspace Range (cm)</td>
<td>27.4625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy of Motion (cm)</td>
<td>13.27937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to Complete Exercise (sec)</td>
<td>128.1455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pose Accuracy (area of the pose ribbon)(cm2)</td>
<td>10.84063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pose Efficiency (area of the velocity ribbon)(cm2/sec2)</td>
<td>275.7386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Workspace Range (cm)</td>
<td>27.4625</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 - Averaged metric values of the performances of 6 users from the dV-Trainer from the larger study.
2. Automate the current data collection and analysis framework for the dV-Trainer, da Vinci Skills Simulator and SAW system while conforming to the NHIN standards.
3. Develop additional post-training assessment tools that will help trainees understand their own performance deficiencies and recognize their need for follow-on training.
4. Identify and validate a set of baseline training exercises that can be conducted in simulation and phantom laboratories, which can be used to comprehensively identify surgical skills deficiencies.
5. Create a mechanism for automatically generating a customized training protocol derived from baseline exercise testing.
6. Validate the use of resulting customized training regimens intended to accelerate a surgeon's progress towards da Vinci proficiency.

KEY RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS

_Bulleted list of key research accomplishments emanating from this research._

**Discoveries**

**Decision Support Analysis Can Differentiate Non-proficient Surgeons from Proficient Surgeons**

In preliminary results [3], the distinction between proficient and non-proficient users was maintained across the selected metrics. The current dataset is not sufficient to develop classification (novice, intermediate, proficient) methods and metric thresholds for graduation. We are developing these methods in related synergistic robotic surgery training studies, and will employ them upon collection of sufficient amount of data.

**Man-machine Interface Effects in the dV-Trainer Compared to the da Vinci Surgical System**

Comparison of metrics across the platforms requires that the simulation environment present a comparable man-machine interface and inertial properties for the simulated instruments, and camera. Any variability in these interactions would change the users' perception of the environment as well as their interactions with it significantly. Early results from limited data currently available suggest that further tuning of these parameters may be required to make the dV-Trainer substantially similar to a real da Vinci system. These findings, if validated in larger datasets, would be significant and new discoveries. While the development and tuning of man-machine interfaces is an ongoing process, the methods and findings discovered during the feasibility study add to the tools available to the research group and will expedite the development of a more efficient and realistic simulation training environment.
Additional Deliverables

Proficiency-based Scoring and Curriculum Development

We believe that the ultimate goals in robotic skills training are to accelerate a surgeon's climb up the learning curve and to make the surgeon keep his technical skills at top performance once proficiency is achieved. While the assessment and feedback tools developed in Phase I feasibility study certainly provides users with more advanced assessment information related to their performance and training, they are lacking the recommendation of a customized curriculum that is identified based on the training needs of individual users and that guides the users to improve their technical skills towards proficiency via proficiency-based measures. Such assessment and feedback tools should accelerate surgeon acquisition of da Vinci surgical skills by encouraging the surgeons to pursue additional training that they might not otherwise undertake without performance feedback. In addition, recommended training regimens should prove more efficient than training regimens that individuals might create for themselves without guidance. The recommended training regimens should also keep the trainee more engaged than an unguided training regimen.

One approach towards development of such assessment and feedback tools would be establishing proficiency by collecting expert data in a manner similar to that used when the Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) testing protocol was established [6]. Experts repeated an exercise five times and then all results (all trials and all subjects) were averaged and standard deviations were determined. Another option that was recommended to Mimic by ACS board members is to have experts repeat an exercise until they achieve two consecutive sessions of comparable metric data. Only the data from the consecutive performances would be used to determine averages. Regardless of the manner in which averages are determined, proficiency thresholds for each metric should be established by making use of the expert mean and standard deviation values.

We are planning to turn these ideas we came up with during our Phase I research effort into a new scoring system within the next generation of MScore, dV-Trainer’s assessment tool. MScore currently uses a percentage-based scoring system to evaluate users. Expert data has been collected under a number of validation studies and this data has been used for deriving baseline values for individual metrics to calculate user performance score. We have started working on the implementation of a proficiency-based scoring and evaluation methodology to be integrated in MScore. The methodology is inspired by the current proficiency-based training curriculum in the FLS program [6]. The proposed methodology offers an evaluation that is simpler to understand and follow, and encourages a trainee to exceed expert proficiency and maintain that proficiency. Proficiency levels of metrics for each exercise are derived from the mean and standard deviation values from a defined number of performances of a number of expert surgeons. These proficiency values are then embedded in MScore to evaluate the user performance in comparison to the expert-derived values per metric. The trainee will pass a
metric only if he makes the proficiency level value of the metric, and he will pass a task only if he passes on all metrics of the task. Each task will be expected to be performed repetitively until the trainee passes the task. Furthermore, this level of performance will be expected to be achieved for a number of consecutive and nonconsecutive times for reinforcement and achieving proficiency on the task.

Figure 20 shows the mockups for an initial design of the proficiency-based scoring and visualization in MScore. We are planning to integrate MScore’s refined proficiency-based scoring and visualization in the next generation of Mimic’s dV-Trainer by the third-quarter of the year 2011 prior to the onset of Phase II efforts.

Reportable Outcomes

Publications


Additional publications and intellectual property from this work are currently in preparation.

CONCLUSION

During our Phase I effort, we designed and implemented a proof-of-concept working prototype of an overall framework that collects and analyzes surgeon performance data from simulation (the dV-Trainer and the da Vinci Skills Simulator) and phantom laboratory exercises. An anastomosis simulation module and a peg transfer simulation module were implemented in
simulation and phantom laboratories for surgeon performance assessment across different training platforms based on a defined set of cross-platform metrics. This allowed us to begin collecting preliminary surgeon performance data in order to test our data collection framework. Collected data from different platforms was uploaded to established Mimic Technologies servers and shared between Mimic and Johns Hopkins for further detailed analysis. Preliminary performance evaluation results compare a user’s performance to that of proficient users or average user performance and identify the user’s skills with deficient performance. The evaluation results are also capable of differentiating performance of a proficient user from that of a non-proficient user.

We successfully achieved all the technical objectives we proposed in the proof-of-concept working prototype we developed. We have tested our framework sufficiently to conclude that the development and implementation of a fully-functional automated support for the da Vinci Surgical System is highly feasible.

This work outlines the first prototype for measurement and assessment of robotic surgery training data across real and simulated training platforms. The system is designed to provide automated surgical skill and dexterity assessment on robotic and simulated da Vinci surgical training environments distributed at different sites.

We also report on customized metrics that capture efficiency of instrument manipulations in 6-DOF, extending our earlier work in [2]. In this research study, JHU presented the first work using motion data from the da Vinci Skills Simulator for classifying users of varying skills. Given the standardized environment of the da Vinci Skills Simulator, and the availability of the ground truth, skill measurements and feedback based on task motion hold the promise of effective automated objective assessment. Based on motion data of a simulated manipulation task from 17 users of varying skills, we demonstrate binary classification (proficient vs. trainee) of user skill with 87.5% accuracy. Alternate measures based on instrument pose, which are more relevant in the simulated environment, including a new measure of motion efficiency, were also presented and evaluated.

Lastly, we also study, for the first time, common performance metrics for the same training tasks across two platforms in experiments performed by users on the da Vinci system and the dV-Trainer. The preliminary computations show trends similar to larger studies on individual platforms, and that the proficient and non-proficient users are differentiable using the studied metrics. We also show that performance metrics of training exercises previously validated in simulation environments hold in training exercises with a real robotic system.

When developing surgical assessment protocols, an important step is to see how such mechanisms compare to gold standards for training and assessment. Unfortunately, it is debatable that such a gold standard exists for da Vinci assisted surgery, so there is no clear path
for development and validation of an automated support system. Both Mimic Technologies and JHU are actively involved with a variety of ongoing efforts to determine best training practices. Therefore, even in the absence of a gold standard for robotic-assisted surgery, the key personnel involved in this research effort drew upon their collective experience to propose a variety of assessment metrics that can be applied to various training modalities. The goal of this effort was not to develop a new gold standard for training, but rather to create tools that simplify data collection and offer new alternatives for performance assessment. Such tools might later help to determine a universally accepted gold standard, which could be based on simulation, inanimate models or animals.

One challenge of creating a robust data collection and assessment mechanism is to make it applicable to a variety of training modalities and surgery itself. Several studies in the literature reflect that skill assessment in simulation environments has so far only focused on evaluating the utility and validity of statistics such as task completion time, and instrument distance measured during a simulated task. Because of variable content, scenarios, and training objectives, it might not be practical to rely solely on traditional statistical analysis. Traditional analysis [7-14] does not distinguish between clinical task skills (e.g., suturing) from the complex human-machine interactions needed to proficiently operate the robotic console (e.g., master workspace adjustment, or camera control). Task time, structured assessment [11-13], and errors do not capture all the additional complexity inherent in robotic surgery. The developed prototype collects a wide range of data and tools are included to apply simple statistical analysis to this data. However, a big focus of this project was to apply advanced assessment algorithms based on machine learning [15-17], including further development of JHU statistical frameworks for segmenting, recognizing, and assessing surgeon task performances.

**Research Impact and Applications**

The developed prototype would provide open-source encapsulation of Intuitive Surgical's proprietary Application Programming Interface (API) for collecting surgeon performance data at sufficient quality and granularity to provide meaningful evaluation and feedback in a standard format, and meeting National Health Information Network (NHIN) standards across a network of training devices. Such quantitative measurements would include tool, camera and master handle motion vectors including joint angles, velocity, and torque, Cartesian position and velocity, gripper angle, and synchronized stereo video data (“procedure data”).

The integration of a customized, user-dependent and proficiency-based follow-on training and curriculum suggestion mechanism in the prototype would accelerate a surgeon’s climb up the learning curve towards acquisition of da Vinci surgical skills more efficiently than training regimens with no guidance. Such an effective support system for the da Vinci would have significant commercial value, especially if used in conjunction with Mimic's dV-Trainer product line.
It is also expected that the resulting information system could prove valuable to institutions that have a stake in effective surgical training. Surgeon performance data would be tracked and stored on a secure remote server for authorized access of multiple research and training institutions using NHIN standards, which would make it possible for the users to compare themselves to the average trainee and proficient surgeon performance on a national basis. Governing medical bodies could use the system to establish training and procedure guidelines, such as when creating a Fundamentals of Robotic Surgery (FRS) program.

It should be noted that an extensive development project may be initiated as early as the end of 2011 to establish a Fundamentals of Robotic Surgery (FRS) testing program, which will be similar in nature to the FLS program. Assuming the project gets funded, Mimic will likely play a role by creating simulation exercises that replicate a series of phantom laboratories and to support validation studies of those exercises. Most likely, these phantom laboratories will be very similar to those found in FLS, but it is likely that brand new phantom laboratories will be created to support robot-specific skills. There are several ways a Phase II implementation of the Phase I feasibility study and an FRS project would complement each other. To our knowledge, the FRS project is not expected to cover the development of a system for automated data collection and upload to a central server. Considering all the review hours required to review FLS collected video, the automated processing resulting from this project would be a welcome addition to an FRS program. The goal of FRS is to create a testing protocol for credentialing surgeons for robotic surgery. However, there is nothing planned for optimizing training so that a surgeon can pass an FRS test. Therefore, the results of this project combined with the FRS results would mean a complete system for testing, training, data collection, performance comparison and credentialing. An FRS program would involve substantially more data collection to establish proficiency than what we plan for this project. However, the methods used in this project to establish a testing protocol and customized training regimen could be applied to the data collected from an FRS project. In the event that this project begins before an FRS project, we would certainly be in a good position to recommend exercises for inclusion in FRS.

Because of the rapidly expanding install base of Mimic’s dV-Trainers and potential access to existing da Vinci Surgical Systems; it will eventually be possible to implement large-scale collection of longitudinal training data. This could lead to identification of common trends, learning curve behaviors and further research in robotic-assisted surgery training to improve performance and surgical outcomes while reducing case times.

As part of Phase I development and prior research at Johns Hopkins, dexterous skills have been being evaluated using JHU’s algorithms for surgical gesture modeling and recognition work – what we refer to as the “Language of Surgery.” In this related work, JHU have developed techniques that allow the use of traditional speech modeling techniques (specifically, highly modified variations on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to model kinematic data acquired using the da Vinci API and through Mimic simulation software. This data, which comprises up to 200
variables, captures at rates of up to 100 times a second, is captured in synchrony with the associated stereo video data, forming a complete record of the performance of the recorded subject. JHU has shown that it is possible to train gesture-based models from proficient surgeons, and to synchronize surgical recordings of less skilled users to such proficients. In these synchronized recordings, it is possible to:

- Perform comparative statistical analysis, at both the task and gesture level, to identify level of skill.
- Develop methods for feedback from expert models to support training. This feedback can take both visual and haptic form.
- Detect variations in technique over time due to learning or fatigue.
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Towards validation of robotic surgery training assessment across training platforms


Abstract

Robotic surgery is increasingly popular for a wide range of complex minimally invasive surgery procedures. To improve robotic surgery training, a skills trainer has recently been introduced, and a simulator is in advanced evaluation. These platforms report a range of time and motion based task metrics, and literature has investigated the validity of these metrics in training studies. However, the lack of a cross-platform data collection system has so far prevented a cross-platform investigation. Using a new architecture for collecting cross-platform motion data, we present the first study investigating whether metrics previously validated in simulation environments also hold in training exercises with a real robotic system. Our long term goal is to
assess both skills retention and skills transfer, and preliminary experiments for an anastomosis task in both simulated and real robotic environments towards this goal are presented.
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